ThiNet: Pruning CNN Filters for a Thinner Net.
This paper aims at accelerating and compressing deep neural networks to deploy CNN models into small devices like mobile phones or embedded gadgets. We focus on filter level pruning, i.e., the whole filter will be discarded if it is less important. An effective and unified framework, ThiNet (stands for "Thin Net"), is proposed in this paper. We formally establish filter pruning as an optimization problem, and reveal that we need to prune filters based on statistics computed from its next layer, not the current layer, which differentiates ThiNet from existing methods. We also propose "gcos" (Group COnvolution with Shuffling), a more accurate group convolution scheme, to further reduce the pruned model size. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, which has advanced the state-of-the-art. Moreover, we show that the original VGG-16 model can be compressed into a very small model (ThiNet-Tiny) with only 2.66 MB model size, but still preserve AlexNet level accuracy. This small model is evaluated on several benchmarks with different vision tasks (e.g., classification, detection, segmentation), and shows excellent generalization ability.